The Textiles Surveillance Body will hold its thirteenth meeting of 1987 on 13-15 October, beginning at 9.30 a.m. in Room B. The points for discussion are as follows:

1. Adoption of the agenda
2. Draft report of the twelfth meeting (TEX.SB/W/460)
3. Draft text of the annual report

Notification under Article 3:8

4. United States/China (TEX.SB/1383)

Notifications under Article 4

5. United States/Jamaica: Amendment (TEX.SB/1356)
6. Canada/Korea: Bilateral agreement (TEX/SB/1362)
7. Canada/Indonesia: Bilateral agreement (TEX.SB/1363)
8. United States/Sri Lanka: Amendment (TEX.SB/1384)
9. United States/Malaysia: Extension and Amendment (TEX.SB/1289, 1306, and 1385)
10. United States/Romania: Amendment (TEX.SB/1386)
11. United States/Brazil: Amendment (TEX.SB/1387)
12. United States/China: Bilateral agreement (TEX.SB/1388)
13. United States/Bangladesh: Amendment (TEX.SB/1392)
14. United States/Thailand: Amendment (TEX.SB/1393)
15. United States/Hungary: Extension and Amendment (TEX.SB/1394)
16. United States/Pakistan: Bilateral agreement (TEX.SB/1395)
17. United States/Pakistan: Amendment (TEX.SB/1396)
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Notification under Articles 7 and 8

18. United States/Haiti: Amendment (TEX.SB/1389)

Notifications under Article 11

19. Czechoslovakia (TEX.SB/1353)

20. Sweden (TEX.SB/1379)

General discussions


Other business